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**Abstract**

Marine resources are under increasing pressure from a wide variety of threats such as overfishing, offshore energy development, and climate change. As marine ecosystems degrade, so do the well-being and livelihoods of humans that depend directly on the ecosystem goods and services they provide. Marine protected areas have been proposed to protect biodiversity, restore damaged ecosystems, sustain fisheries, and rebuild overexploited stocks. The effectiveness of marine protected areas depends in part on their effectiveness as connected networks, linked over large areas by ecological processes such as larval dispersal. Here, we applied a biophysical model driven by ocean currents derived from satellite altimetry to evaluate connectivity between Western Indian Ocean reefs. We applied graph-theoretic analysis, including clustering and a betweenness centrality metric. Our results show high interconnectivity within several regions (Mozambique Channel, Mascarene archipelago) and lower connectivity across the WIO region. We compared the results with the current MPA network, and proposed sites/reefs that should be considered priority sites for MPA implementation: Pebane, Cosmoledo, Majunga, Masoarivo, Platte Island, Farquhar, Agalega and Geyser bank. Our results are timely, considering the oil and gas exploration that is ongoing in the region. We discuss implications for transboundary marine policies and regional cooperation in the Western Indian Ocean, and advocate the creation of a regional-scale organization to structure interactions among the different actors.

1. Introduction

The world’s coastal resources are being fundamentally altered by the combined effects of climate change, overfishing, pollution, and disease (Hughes et al., 2003; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007; Srinivasan et al., 2012). Nineteen percent of the global extent of coral reefs has already been lost, with a further 35% under threat of loss within the next 20–40 years (Wilkinson, 2008). This will have significant impacts on the well-being and livelihoods of over 500 million people worldwide who depend directly on the ecosystem goods and services they provide (Moberg and Folke, 1999). Managing these ecosystems and associated resources effectively is crucial, from both social and ecological perspectives. This paper focuses on the assessment of coral reef connectivity patterns at broad scale (100–1000 km) and on using this information to improve marine protected areas (MPA) management and design in the broader framework of marine spatial planning (MSP).

The importance of an integrated ecosystem approach to the management of the ocean has been recognized (Lester et al., 2009; Foley et al., 2010), and environmental tools such as MPAs
are a cornerstone of conservation strategy. MPAs have been implemented to conserve or restore species, fisheries, habitats, ecosystems, and ecological functions (NRC, 2001; Russ et al., 2004; Mouillot et al., 2008; Guidetti et al., 2008; Lester et al., 2009; Pujolar et al., 2013; Bennett and Dearden, 2014; Costello, 2014; Rossiter and Levine, 2014). They have a potential positive impact on poverty alleviation (Gjertsen, 2005) and could contribute to climate change mitigation and adaptation (McLeod et al., 2008). The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), through the Aichi Target 11, has committed countries to establish an “effectively and equitably managed, ecologically representative and well-connected systems of protected areas” covering 10% of the global ocean area in 2020 (COP10: www.cbd.int/cop10; Toropova et al., 2010). Although MPAs are expanding rapidly (Gray, unpublished), they currently cover only about 2.3% of the world’s oceans (Spalding et al., 2013).

The effectiveness of MPAs depends in part on the maintenance of demographic and genetic connections through processes such as the dispersal of larvae, to support population replenishment, persistence, and gene flow within protected areas, between protected areas, and with adjacent habitats (Garcia-Chariton et al., 2008; Botsford et al., 2009). Many recent studies investigate how networks of MPAs can be designed to better protect and secure natural patterns of connectivity (Lubchenco et al., 2003; Cowen et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2007; Almany et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2009; McCook et al., 2009). Conservation organizations also recognized the importance of incorporating spatially-explicit connectivity knowledge into MPA design (Salm and Coles, 2001; Laffoley, 2008; Conservation International, 2009; Roberts et al., 2010a; Green et al., 2014). Determining whether protected areas are ecologically connected as a network, as well as where new MPAs should be established to promote network functions, requires information on the connectivity of biological populations across large areas (Fenberg et al., 2012).

Larval dispersal is an important process connecting marine populations but assessing the larval connectivity between distant populations is very challenging, and must consider both the physical processes of hydrodynamic transport (horizontally and vertically) and the biological traits of larvae. Many marine species have a bipartite life cycle and experience pelagic larval stage of certain duration, the pelagic larval duration (PLD), which may last from days to months. During development, larvae may acquire swimming and sensory capabilities that enable them to control aspects of their dispersal (Leis, 2002; Kingsford et al., 2002). Larval dispersal is notoriously difficult to study empirically due to the small size of larvae and long dispersal distances of up to hundreds of kilometers (Leis, 1984; Victor, 1987), and the dynamics of dispersal may vary greatly among species. By and large, these patterns remain a critical gap in the scientific knowledge required for the effective management of marine systems (Sale et al., 2005; Cowen and Sponaugle, 2009; Foley et al., 2010; Wilson et al., 2010).

A variety of approaches (genetics, microchemical fingerprinting, stable isotopes, otolith chemistry and otolith shape analysis) have been developed to assess patterns of larval dispersal and fish population connectivity in the marine environment. However many techniques have limited spatial and temporal coverage. Spatially-explicit numerical transport models have then been developed to infer pattern of larval dispersal (Schultz and Cowen, 1994; Roberts, 1997; Cowen et al., 2000; Treml et al., 2008; Mora et al., 2012) and are increasingly being used worldwide for the design of MPAs (Planes et al., 2009) and fisheries management (Gaines et al., 2010).

This paper outlines a model-based assessment of connectivity patterns between reef ecosystems of the Southwestern Indian Ocean (WIO). To infer these patterns, we use a hydrodynamic connectivity model (Treml et al., 2008) parameterized with altimetric data (2006–2010) and a gradient in pelagic larval duration implemented in the Marine Geospatial Ecology Tools software (Roberts et al., 2010b). In a second step, a set of connectivity matrix are derived and summarized over time. The properties of the resulting connectivity network are measured using cluster analysis and a centrality index. Focusing on the implications of the resulting connectivity analysis for marine spatial planning, we compared the connectivity matrix with the current location of MPAs and identified key sites required to fill in notable gaps in the MPA constellation. Finally, we discuss implications for transboundary marine policies and regional cooperation in the Southwestern Indian Ocean.

2. Methods

2.1. Study area

The study area (Western Indian Ocean) lies between 2°N and 35°S and 25–70°E (Fig. 1). The climate of this region is tropical. Coastal and island coral reefs cover 45 425 km². The study area (Southwestern Indian Ocean) lies between 2°N and 35°S and 25–70°E (Fig. 1) and includes coastal and island reefs. Note that the method used (see below) treats the mainland fringing reef from northern Mozambique to Somalia as a single ‘reef’ so connectivity along this coastline and of different locations on this coastline to the other selected sites is not analyzed.

The South Equatorial Current flows east-to-west between 4°N and 20°S (Fig. 2), splitting north and south when it reaches Madagascar (Tomczak and Godfrey, 2003; Chapman et al., 2003). The southern flow, the East Madagascar Current, flows south along Madagascar’s east coast and meets the Agulhas Current. The northern flow diverges again adjacent to the Comoros, with part of it flowing into the Mozambique Channel in a series of dynamic cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies that have a net southwards flow, and a part of it flowing north as the East African Coastal Current, and meeting the Somali Current at about 2°S.

During the northeast monsoon season (November–May), cyclones occur episodically, with variable trajectories but generally following a southwesterly direction (Ginis, 2002). They cause significant perturbations in marine ecosystems at varying spatial and temporal scales, occasionally affecting coral reef structure and communities (Harmelin-Vivien, 1994; Gardner et al., 2014).

The region covers about 40 degrees of latitude and hosts a high level of marine biodiversity (Tessema and Salm, 1998; Obura et al., 2004; WWF, 2004a,b). It is home to at least 350 species of coral (Obura, 2012), 11 species of mangrove, and 12 species of seagrass, together with 1500 species of fish, 3000 species of molluscs, 450 species of crabs, 300 species of echinoderm and five of the world’s seven marine turtle species (WWF, 2004a,b; Guererro et al., 2010). However, despite the substantial value of its environmental assets, the WIO faces significant resource management and environmental challenges (Moffat et al., 1998). Four overarching threats to marine biodiversity have been identified: overexploitation of natural resources, habitat degradation, land-based sources of pollution, and marine pollution (WWF, 2004a,c,d; Borja et al., 2008; Billé and Rochette, 2010).

The first MPAs in the WIO were implemented in 1965 in Mozambique (IUCN, 2000). Madagascar and Kenya followed within three years (UNEP-WCMC, 2010). Early MPAs tended to be small (<10 km²) and designed to protect a specific habitat. By the 1990s, the emphasis had shifted to larger, multiple-use sites, based on more participatory forms of management (Roccliffe et al., 2014). Today, all WIO countries host MPAs except Somalia where conservation is difficult to set up (IUCN, 2000; Barrow et al., 2007). Seventy five MPAs have been declared in the region with a total coverage of 183 975 km², but still covering less than 10% of the continental shelf in the region (Roccliffe et al., 2014). Sixty six
percent of reefs in the WIO are considered at risk from local threats, with half rated at high or very high risk, especially in Somalia, Tanzania, Comoros and La Réunion Island where more than 90% of reefs are threatened from activities such as overfishing, watershed-based pollution, and dynamite fishing.

2.2. Hydrodynamic connectivity model

We modeled larval dispersal patterns for the WIO region using the modeling framework of Treml et al. (2008) implemented in the Marine Geospatial Ecology Tools (MGET) software (Roberts et al., 2010b). This framework uses a two-dimensional Eulerian advection–diffusion algorithm to simulate the transport of larvae by dynamic ocean currents and turbulent diffusion. The dispersal simulation outputs a connectivity matrix that specifies, for each pair of source and destination reefs, the peak concentration of larvae released by the source reef that reached the destination reef.

For the study area definition, we used shoreline data from the GSHHS database (ftp://ftp.soest.hawaii.edu/pwessel/gshhs, Wes-
sel and Smith, 1996) and reef locations from the World Atlas of Coral Reefs (UNEP-WCMC) at 1 km resolution. We downloaded daily surface geostrophic current velocities (deduced from remote sensing altimetry data) from AVISO (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com) at 1/3° resolution (“Global DT-Upd Merged MADT” products) for the five-year period 2006–2010. We interpolated missing geostrophic current values using the Laplace interpolation method available in MGET. We organized all data as rasters projected into the World Mercator coordinate system with the WGS84 datum and a 33 km cell size.

Pelagic larval duration (PLD) is the period of time during which larvae remain viable and capable of settling, and varies by species. Tremblay et al. (2012) observed that PLD is one of the primary determinants of seascape-wide connectivity. To evaluate how PLD affects connectivity in the WIO region, we performed dispersal simulations for PLDs of 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 days. For each year, we back-calculated the larval release time (t0) for each new moon corresponding to “new moon date - PLD” and running until the PLD elapsed, resulting in approximately 12 simulations per year.

### 2.3. Connectivity measurement

Using the R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2012), for each PLD we summarized the five years of connectivity matrices that resulted from the simulations into mean connectivity matrices. Next, to identify groups of reefs that were connected with one another, we applied a clustering algorithm to the mean connectivity matrices using APCluster, a R package for affinity propagation clustering (Bodenhofer et al., 2011). The algorithm is based on the “message passing” between points. Unlike other clustering algorithms (K-means or k-medoids; Jaccobi et al., 2012; Berline et al., 2014; Rossi et al., 2014), it is not necessary to determine or estimate the number of clusters before running the algorithm. This method has been developed to cluster images of faces, detect genes in microarray data, identify representative sentences in a manuscript, and identify cities that are efficiently accessed by airline travel (Frey and Dueck, 2007). In our analysis, we sought to identify clusters of highly connected reefs.

Finally, for each PLD, to highlight which reefs act as stepping stones for spreading individuals through the network (Kinimont et al., 2010), we calculated betweenness centrality metrics for all nodes in the mean connectivity network, using the R package igraph (Csardi and Nepusz, 2006). The betweenness centrality metric measures the proportion of shortest paths between nodes that pass through a given node (Borgatti, 2005). Nodes in the network (i.e. reefs) with high betweenness centrality are gateways through which larvae (and thus genes) have to pass in order to spread to other nodes, and therefore may be the most important for multi-generational connectivity within the region. To summarize the results and identify reefs with consistently high betweenness centrality independent of PLD, we counted the number of PLDs for which each reef’s betweenness centrality score was higher than the mean for that PLD. Hereafter, we refer to this count as the “occurrence” score for the reef. “Occurrences” ranges from 0 to 5.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Connectivity matrices

Connectivity matrices, displaying the mean pattern of larvae flow among individual sites over the 2006–10 period, were derived for PLD comprised between 10 and 50 days. As PLD increases, the number of connections increases (Fig. 3). At low PLDs, some reefs did not exchange larvae with any other reefs, i.e. they are completely disconnected from the network. For example, for a PLD of 10 days, reefs of Pebane (reef number 25), Masoala Peninsula / Sainte Marie (19), Tromelin (22) and the islands of the Mascarene Archipelago (30, 31, 33) are disconnected. Pebane’s reef (25) is disconnected at all PLDs we tested.

Nine “source–destination” sub-regions are visually identified on the connectivity matrices (Fig. 4): A: Comoros, South Seychelles, North tip of Madagascar and East African Coast; B: North Seychelles; C: South Seychelles; D: Comoros, North tip of Madagascar and the North of the Mozambique channel; E: Tromelin to East Madagascar; F: Mascarene archipelago; G: From Comoros region to the middle of the Mozambique Channel; H: From the middle of the Mozambique Channel to Comoros region; I: reefs of the middle and South of the Mozambique channel.

The results suggest that, for a PLD of 30 days (the median value we tested; Fig. 4), reefs in the WIO region were connected by larval dispersal during the studied period in a patchy fashion, with high interconnectivity within several sub-regions, and lower connectivity across the entire WIO region. The same pattern was evident in both the import and export matrix. For example, the matrices indicate strong connections among reefs within the Mozambique Channel area (Fig. 3, region H), within the North Seychelles (B), and South Seychelles (C) islands, and between Tromelin and East Madagascar (E). Moreover, although the Mascarene archipelago islands are well connected with each other they are isolated from the other reefs of the region (F).

#### 3.2. Cluster analysis

The cluster analysis confirms the visual interpretation of the connectivity matrices and reveals geographic sub-groups of reef based on the connectivity matrix for PLDs ranging from 10 to 50 days (Fig. 5). The number of clusters varies with PLD. For a PLD of 10 days 17 clusters are identified, against 12 clusters for a PLD of 20 days. Over 30 days, the number of cluster decreases from 10 (PLDs of 30 and 40 days) to 9 (PLD of 50 days) while clusters become geographically more integrative.

The geographic extent of most clusters grows with longer PLDs. For example, at PLDs lower than 30 days, Morondava/Anakoa reefs (reef number 32), Bassas Da India (35), and Europa (36) are grouped within a single cluster (Fig. 5, upper left panel, cyan box). When PLD is longer than 40 days, this cluster extends to include Juan de Nova (27) and Masoarivo reefs (29). Similarly, at a PLD of 10 days, reefs extending from Santa Lucia to Maxixe (37, 38) formed a cluster (Fig. 5, upper left panel, orange box); at higher PLDs, this cluster extends to include Bazaruto archipelago reefs (34). Finally, this phenomenon was most pronounced with the largest cluster which first clustered the East African coast, Comoros, Mayotte, Geyser bank and Majunga reefs (13–15, 21) at a PLD of 10 days (Fig. 5, upper left panel, large blue box), but expand as PLD increased to 50 days to include all of Madagascar’s northern reefs and the northern part of the Seychelles archipelago.

![Fig. 3. Model-based assessment of the relationship between the PLD (x axis) and the number of connected coral reef sites (y axis) in the Western Indian Ocean.](image-url)
Connectivity matrices for PLD of 30 days, normalized to show immigration (a) and emigration (b). Rows represent “source” reefs; columns represent “destination” reefs. Reefs are ordered by their number (Fig. 1) increasing from top to bottom and left to right. (a) shows for each destination reef (column) the proportion of larvae coming from different source reefs (rows); (b) shows for each source reef (row) the proportion of larvae exported to each destination reef (column).

Reefs clusters according to PLD (10–50 d). Each cluster is mapped as a cardinal rectangle embedding selected reef sites. All clusters belong to the same level (i.e. there are no sub-clusters). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

In contrast, several clusters remain stable (no additional reef added) as PLD increased. Notably, the Mascarene Archipelago reefs remained a distinct cluster for PLDs of 20–50 days (they were not connected at PLD = 10 days); the same pattern occurred for the cluster grouping Tromelin (22) and the east Madagascar reefs (Masoala peninsula/Sainte Marie — 19), and reefs of Angoche (20) and Moma (26) in Mozambique.

3.3. Betweenness centrality analysis

The values of the betweenness centrality index were calculated for each PLD. They are highly variable across reefs depending on PLD (Fig. 6). Four reefs had a betweenness centrality of zero for all PLDs (10 to 50 days): Nosy Ankomba/Nosy Anko reefs in Madagascar (18), Pebane reefs in Mozambique (25), La Réunion
reefs (33) and reefs extending from Santa Lucia in South Africa to Maputo in Mozambique (38). This indicated that they were isolated, i.e. not central for multi-step connectivity in the network for all PLDs (10–50 days).

Ten reefs (26%) have no occurrences, suggesting they were relatively less important to the overall connectedness of the network. No reefs had the maximum possible occurrence score of 5. Seven reefs tallied 4 occurrences: Cosmoledo (10), Mayotte (17), Angoche (20), Majunga (21), Moma (26), Masoarivo (29) and Europa (36). This result suggests that, comparatively, these reefs are the most important for multigenerational larval connectivity in the WIO.

4. Discussion

4.1. Model-based connectivity patterns in the WIO

This model-based connectivity analysis assesses and compares larva transport among 38 coral reefs distributed in the Western Indian Ocean region for PLD ranging from 10 to 50 days. Based on model outputs, this study identifies “source–destination” relationships between reefs (connectivity matrices), to understand the scale and geographic patterns of connectivity in the region (cluster analysis), and highlight reefs of importance for connectivity within the WIO (betweenness centrality analysis).

As a main result, we identified clusters of reefs based on connectivity patterns, with high interconnectivity within several regions (Mozambique Channel, Mascarene archipelago) and lower connectivity across the WIO region. With higher PLD, the model shows that connectivity increases in the region: larvae are transported further and the connectance is higher. Nevertheless, the Mascarene Archipelago remains isolated even with a PLD of 50 days.

Those results are congruent with genetic analysis performed in the region. Muths et al. (2011, 2012, 2014) provided information about the genetic diversity and differentiation of three reef fish species (E. merra, L. kasmira and M. berndti) to estimate the connectivity of coral fish in the southwestern Indian Ocean. They identified three main regions: the Mascarene archipelago, the Northern Mozambique Channel (Tanzania, Kenya, Seychelles) and patchy structures within the Mozambique Channel. This genetic structure along the Mozambique Channel was also reported for the green turtle Chelonia mydas (Bourjea et al., 2007) and for brittle-stars (Horeau et al., 2013) without the emergence of a clear shared pattern. We also found similarities with the biogeographic boundaries identified for reef-building corals by Obura (2012) and conservation priority zones for the green turtle Chelonia mydas by Bourjea (2014).

4.2. Methodological limitations and improvement

The hydrodynamic model MGET provides a way to assess larval connectivity in terms of connectance and larval flow direction. Nevertheless, the model uses low-resolution altimetry data and simplistic passive larva behavior to simulate larva transport. It could be improved by accounting for additional oceanographic and biological factors as discussed in Crochelet et al. (2013), Tremel et al. (2012) show evidence that PLD is one of the primary determinants of seascape-wide connectivity and that larval behavior is much more important at local scales (i.e. local retention) than regional scale.

This study also experienced limitations due to the fact that reefs of the East African coast were aggregated together during spatial treatment resulting in a single contiguous reef (reef 1). This latter should be “cut” every 50/100 km for a future analysis to give more detailed results in this area.

The three methods of analysis used in this study (connectivity matrices, clustering and betweenness centrality calculation) provide complementary results but are also strengthening each other. The visual analysis of the connectivity matrices and the “automatic” clustering analysis using the R script APCluster lead to similar results. APCluster has been applied to various domains including genes detection in microarray data and airport connectivity but, to our knowledge, this study is the first application of APCluster to ecological connectivity. Our study demonstrates that this analytical method is relevant and quick to implement. This approach would prove particularly useful in the case of finer-scale connectivity analysis with connectivity
matrices made of hundreds or thousands of sites (i.e. excluding a visual analysis). The betweenness centrality analysis completes the clustering analysis by highlighting individual reefs that are central in the connectivity network. Moreover, in the two analyses, the same reef was identified as isolated: Pebane’s reef (25) in Mozambique. This result has been verified by a connectivity degree analysis (neighborhood of graph vertices, igraph package, not presented here), which shows this reef as the only one completely isolated from the regional network.

4.3. Implications for conservation and fisheries management

Our study shed some light on the likely geographical scale of connectivity and reef centrality in the WIO. This information provides support for spatial conservation planning and regional cooperation (Fig. 7).

MPAs of the region include approximately 20% of reefs (The World Database on Protected Areas, www.protectedplanet.net; Fig. 7(a)). MPAs are globally well represented in every cluster. There is at least one MPA per cluster except in the “South Seychelles” cluster where there is no MPA. However, only three sites (out of seven) of high centrality (Fig. 7(b); number of occurrences = 4) host one MPA (Europa, Mayotte, Moma and Angoche). It is thus important to consider the other high centrality sites as priority sites for MPA implementation: Cosmoledo (10), Majunga (21) and Masoarivo (29). Four more sites can be added to this list such as Platte Island (5), Farquhar (11), Agalega (12) and Geyser bank (15), with a number of betweenness centrality occurrences of 3. We would also recommend considering Pebane’s reef (25) in Mozambique, which was discarded from all analysis because completely isolated for all PLD. This analysis could be completed with an assessment of impacts of anthropogenic pressures across the regional network of coral reef, partially covered with MPAs (Halpern et al., 2009).

This connectivity study shows that the MPA implementation in the WIO has to be designed as a network and planned at the regional scale to maintain connectivity nodes and the health of spawning stocks. Thus different governments would need to work together to create an effective cross-boundary and transnational management of inter-connected ecosystems. Moreover, this could lead to the establishment of a strong knowledge-based network that would better reflect regional ecological patterns and processes. The establishment of an MPA network is a way to enhance links between countries knowing that the resources of a country also depend on those of neighboring countries.

Regional scale conservation planning could be set-up through international cooperation only including groups of countries (corresponding with clustering results for example) but also by integrating already existing regional instruments such as IOC (Indian Ocean Commission), EAC (East African Community) or Nairobi Convention. In the end, we can imagine the establishment of an organization to operate at the WIO-scale, aimed at structuring interactions among different actors (i.e. scientists, MPA managers, decision makers and multisectoral stakeholders) with the collective goal of integrating connectivity into MPA networks planning. This concept has already been set up in the form of an alliance in the Indian Ocean: the Sargasso Sea Alliance in the Southern Indian Ocean (Garcia et al., 2013), or the Western Indian Ocean Sustainable Ecosystem Alliance which are voluntary associations of existing institutions with public and private partners. Last but not least, this initiative cannot continue in the coming years without appropriate funding. Each country could allocate a portion of its revenue from fisheries, tourism, resource exploitation, etc. for conservation. The bridging regional conservation organization would be in charge of this management fund to promote common profits, prosperity and sustainable use of resources at the regional scale.

5. Conclusion

We tested different methods to measure and characterize marine connectivity patterns in the WIO such as clustering and betweenness centrality using model-based transport data from 2006 to 2010. Clustering gave information on groups of countries which should cooperate to preserve their common marine resources. Betweenness centrality analysis refers to how important a reef is for connecting other ones that would otherwise be disconnected. Comparing those results with the actual MPA constellation highlighted that several reef complexes have to be considered as next priority sites for MPA implementation: Pebane, Cosmoledo, Majunga, Masoarivo, Platte Island, Farquhar, Agalega and Geyser bank. This kind of information is crucial, especially considering the oil and gas exploration which currently takes place in the region. Furthermore, the cross-analyses with marine human impacts showed that a lot of reefs are still situated in very high impacted zones and should be placed in protection. Finally expected efforts to extend the current MPA network in the WIO will need international collaboration, through political will, which is the key for successful marine environments protection. We advocated the creation of an organization operating at the regional scale to structure interactions among the different actors and which could be responsible of a common management fund. The success of governance across the borders of the countries will depend on the clarification of the responsibilities of each actors and their collaborative and concerted vision of the ocean particularly at political level.
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